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Highlights for agriculture 

• $2b for National Water Grid 
• $1.5b for local manufacturing, including food manufacturing 
• $553m for supporting regional Australia 
• $328m to support agricultural exporters  
• $270m for the Murray-Darling basin 
• $156m for drought support 
• Major expansion of the instant asset write-off, introduction of carry back provisions  
• Stage 2 of personal income tax cuts brought forward 

Budget economic overview 

As expected, this is one of the most stimulatory budgets we have ever seen. 

Broadly it is largely as expected.  A key decision has been to backdate the Phase 2 tax cuts (worth $17.8bn over 
four years). The back dating of Phase 2 cuts is important as it helps fill the gap to consumers incomes from the 
reduction of JobKeeper and JobSeeker payments. It has also led us to revise up our near-term GDP forecasts 
and reduce the level of unemployment at the same horizon. 

The biggest item in the budget was the instant asset write off for firms with turnover of less than $5bn 
(covering around 99% of businesses) - worth $26.7bn. It is very much aimed at encouraging business 
investment. Further in keeping with the tone of moving from “support to survival”, extra money has been 
given by way of pay incentives to employ people, especially for under 35 year olds who were previously 
unemployed ($4bn). Also announced were wage subsidies for new apprentices ($1.2bn). 

A surprise was not bringing forward the timing of “Stage 3” tax cuts (which the Opposition opposes) or 
permanently increasing the JobSeeker payment. 

The expenditure items include bringing forward infrastructure spending by providing extra money to the 
States ($6.7bn) along with Commonwealth road infrastructure of $2bn. There was also a carry back tax 
provision (of around $4.9bn). There was extra money for manufacturing support ($1.5bn) and higher 
education ($0.9bn). Further, as previously announced, the laws on Responsible lending have been scrapped in 
an attempt to boost credit for SMEs.  

The size of the total fiscal package suggests a policy stimulus this year of around 7% of GDP. The implied fiscal 
tightening that follows as JobKeeper drops out sees the Budget position improving by around $100bn - or a 
tightening of nearly 5%.  At a time when the economy is expected to grow by 4.8%.  That in our view is a big 
stretch - either for the pace of Budget repair and growth.  

In looking at the near-term deterioration in the Budget nearly all the work is done on the expense side - as is 
the subsequent repair process. Albeit, the structural Budget deficit is - even on these charitable assumptions - 
still likely to be around 6% in deficit. Therefore, repairing the budget will be a protracted process, taking well 
over 5 years.  

Overall, we have no problem with the focus on getting the economy going using fiscal stimulus.  Structural 
reform would have also been useful but has not really been attempted apart from the tax cuts. We agree the 
issue of future debt is of little near term concern. The economy needs all the help it can get from fiscal policy. 
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While the RBA may fractionally lower rates, that would have marginal impacts at present. The cost of credit is 
not the issue - rather it is the lack of demand for credit. 

Fundamentally we are much more worried about the outlook than the forecasts published by the Treasury.  
We see GDP falling by around -2.1% in 2020/21 (while the Treasury is at -1.5%).  For 2021/22 we have around 
3.8% but the Treasury has 4.7%.  While we both see unemployment peaking at around 8% (Treasury in 
December 2020, NAB March 2021) the Treasury has unemployment falling to around 6½% in 2021/22 while 
NAB is nearer 7%.  We both have unemployment of around 6% in 2022/23. Generally, we are weaker across all 
private sector components, while we are stronger on the outlook for government spending. We also expect a 
slower bounce back in exports. 

Background 

While much of the Australian economy has been hit hard by coronavirus, Australian agriculture finds itself in a 
very different position. Though the virus has undoubtedly had an impact on agriculture, people still need to 
eat and many parts of the industry (particularly in staples), have continued to perform. Indeed, coronavirus is 
arguably not the biggest challenge facing Australian agriculture at present.  

Australian agriculture has faced four key issues this year, namely: 

• Seasonal conditions; 
• Commodity prices and the AUD; 
• Trade disputes and uncertainty; and 
• Labour availability  

Seasonal conditions 

After some very tough years in much of New South Wales and Queensland, 2020 has been much kinder 
overall. Rainfall has generally been average to above average, and we look to be on track for an above 
average winter crop. The BoM has now declared a La Nina event, typically associated with wetter than average 
spring-summer conditions in eastern and northern Australia. The latest three-month outlook to December 
points to generally wetter than average conditions across almost all the country.  

Chart 1: BoM Australian rainfall outlook – October to December 2020 

 

Commodity prices and the AUD 

Prices have been somewhat mixed, but the NAB Rural Commodities Index has been on a generally positive 
trend for some years. Cattle prices remain at or near record levels on restocker interest, while grain is likely to 
come down as domestic premiums evaporate on good yields. One area of concern is fibres, particularly wool. 
With consumers buying fewer clothes due to the pandemic, this is likely to remain an issue for some time. 
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Chart 2: NAB Rural Commodities Index 

 

The AUD has been on a rollercoaster this year, especially with the weakness in the USD. AUD-USD was down 
into the-50s in the first wave, up to the mid-70s on a low USD, then back down into the low-70s more recently. 
Our forecasts point to gradual appreciation from here, up to 80 US cents by 2022. While a higher AUD is a 
challenge for exporters, elevated volatility has also been a concern.  

Trade disputes 

Australia’s diplomatic relationship with China has taken a battering this year and this has spilled over into 
agricultural trade. China is Australia’s biggest agricultural export destination, making trade disruptions quite a 
challenge. So far this year, China has restricted four Australian abattoirs, imposed a tariff of around 80% on 
Australian barley, initiated an anti-dumping inquiry into Australian wine and most recently indicated it will 
employ “enhanced inspection” of Australian wheat. It remains to be seen whether these tensions will continue 
to rise and what impact it will have on agricultural trade.   

Labour availability 

The coronavirus has closed Australia’s external and internal borders, restricting the ability of agricultural 
contractors to move between states and limiting the availability of backpackers and migrant workers, 
particularly in horticulture. With Australia’s external border to remain closed into 2021, this is an ongoing 
concern for agricultural enterprises. A recent Ernst & Young report for Hort Innovation estimated a 26,000 
worker shortfall for Australia’s fruit and vegetable harvest this summer.  

NAB survey data  

We asked business in September what policies would benefit their businesses. The most popular measures for 
agricultural businesses were a one-off payment to cover disruption (31%), relief on interest payments on loans 
(27%) and direct subsidies to areas most impacted (23%). Notably, agricultural enterprises were much less 
interested on part payment of employees compared to businesses overall, but more interested in interest rate 
relief.  The most popular potential tax reduction by far was income tax, with 42% of agricultural enterprises 
nominating it, compared to around a third of all businesses.  
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Chart 3: what policy would most benefit business?  

 
 
 
 
Chart 4: taxes you would like to see reduced 
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What did Australian agriculture want from Federal Budget? 

The National Farmers Federation (NFF) released its Get Australia Growing report in June this year, which set 
out an extensive wish list for Australian agriculture. Key priorities for the NFF in the report included: 

• fast-tracking 20 new Regional Deals 
• reinvigorate regional manufacturing; 
• a $1 billion Biodiversity Stewardship Fund 
• slash red and green tape 
• fix the Murray Darling Basin Plan 
• get our regions digitally connected 
• help us get more people into jobs in agriculture 

What did the Budget deliver? 

Tax changes 

A key feature of the 2020-21 budget a very substantial expansion of the instant asset write-off. Businesses with 
a turnover of less than $5b can now deduct the full cost of eligible capital assets until 30 June 2022. This will 
apply to new depreciable assets and the cost of improvements to existing eligible assets. SMEs (with 
aggregated annual turnover of less than $50m), can also fully expense second-hand assets. The total cost of 
this is $26.7b over the forward estimates. 

Businesses with a turnover of less than $5b can also carry back tax losses from the 2019-20, 2020-21 or 2021-22 
income years to offset previously taxed profits in 2018-19 or later income years.  

Stage 2 of the Personal Income Tax Plan has been brought forward to 1 July 2020 from 1 July 2022.  

National Water Grid 

The budget sets out an additional $2b over 10 years (just over half of which is in the forward estimates) to 
fund priority water infrastructure projects for agriculture and to increase water security. This includes 
(alongside states) and additional $162.5m for the Wyangala Dam and $121.0m for the Dungowan Dam.  

However, the budget also announced that the government will now not proceed with the National Water 
Infrastructure Loan Facility, previously announced in 2017. This facility was intended to provide concessional 
loans to state and territory governments for water infrastructure. Not entirely coincidently, this facility was 
intended to cost $2b when it was set up. In effect, 2020-21 budget has redirected the priority from 
concessional loans to grant funding.   

Modern Manufacturing Strategy 

The Modern Manufacturing Strategy sets out $1.5b over five years to improve competitiveness, scale and 
resilience in Australian manufacturing. The strategy will focus on six areas: resources technology and critical 
minerals processing, food and beverages; medical products, recycling and clean energy, defence and space. 
The strategy includes: 

• $1.3b to establish the Modern Manufacturing Initiative  
• $107.2m for supply chain vulnerabilities 
• $52.8m for manufacturing modernisation  
• $30m to improve competitiveness  
• $20m to Industry Growth Centres 

Supporting regional Australia  

While not an explicit support to agriculture, the budget does provide $552.9m over the forward estimates for 
support for regional Australia, including for community infrastructure, health, R&D, tourism, regional recovery 
and digitisation. 

https://nff.org.au/getaustraliagrowing/
https://nff.org.au/getaustraliagrowing/
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Support for agricultural exporters  

The budget provides $328.4m over the forward estimates to help agricultural exporters do business. This 
includes $222.2m to modernise ICT systems and business processes, $71.1m for the financial sustainability of 
export certification services and $35.2m for “targeted interventions” and regulatory reforms.  

Murray-Darling communities investment package  

The budget provides $269.6m for the Murray-Darling basin. This includes: 

• $37.6m to extend the Murray-Darling Basin Economic Development Program;  
• $37.6 for the environment in the SA Riverland; 
• $24.5m for community grants for river and wetland health; 
• $4.2m for Indigenous River Rangers; 
• $38.7 for compliance, including to set up the Inspector-General of Water Compliance; 
• $25m to improve metering systems, particularly in the northern basin; 
• $7.5m track and ecological, economic and social conditions; 
• $6m for improved information;  
• $70.5m to accelerate at-risk projects in the Basin Plan; and 
• $18m for Basin Plan implementation. 

Drought support 

The budget sets out $155.6m for drought support, including:  

• $50m in 2020-21 for the On-farm Emergency Water Infrastructure Rebate Scheme;  
• $19.6m in 2021-22 to extend the drought function of the National Drought and North Queensland 

Flood Response and Recovery Agency for a further year; and  
• $86m over four years to establish eight Drought Resilience and Adoption Hubs.  

Other measures 

Other measures include: 

• $36.6m for changes to the the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999; and  
• $2.4m to extend the Improved Access to Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals program. 

How did industry react? 

The NFF has responded very positively to the budget, with NFF President Fiona Simson commenting that: 

The NFF welcomes a combination of big-ticket, future-focused regional infrastructure spends and immediate 
cash injections needed to stimulate growth and to address the COVID-induced challenges facing farmers, 
including critical labour shortages” 

On food manufacturing, NFF President Fiona Simson commented that:  

“With targeted investment in advanced manufacturing, and the right policy settings for things like labour, 
skills, energy and telecommunications, we can start to lure back industries which have flown the coop in 
recent decades”. 

On the extension of the On-Farm Emergency Water Infrastructure Rebate Scheme, NFF CEO Tony Mahar noted: 

“The first tranche of the Emergency Water Infrastructure Scheme was an absolute success with feedback from 
farmers only positive. This second round of funding will benefit those farmers who missed out the first time”.  

The lack of budget measures around labour availability, particularly for horticulture will likely cause some 
concern for some. While there will be a “one off” change to family migration arrangements to prioritise 
partner visas for people in regional areas, labour shortages in agriculture are likely to remain a concern.  
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Important Notice 
This document has been prepared by National Australia Bank Limited ABN 12 004 044 937 AFSL 230686 
("NAB"). Any advice contained in this document has been prepared without taking into account your 
objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any advice in this document, NAB recommends that 
you consider whether the advice is appropriate for your circumstances.  
NAB recommends that you obtain and consider the relevant Product Disclosure Statement or other disclosure 
document, before making any decision about a product including whether to acquire or to continue to hold it. 

Please click here to view our disclaimer and terms of use. 
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